The transient coupling between the vessel motion and liquid sloshing in multiple tanks is investigated. External disturbance factors (e.g., spring constraint or force field) that might affect the oscillation characters of the coupling system are not involved so that the vessel motion is only excited by the liquid sloshing in tanks. The analytical solution for this coupling problem has been derived based on the potential flow theory, which converts the problem to a linear system of ordinary differential equations. The approach to determine natural frequencies of the coupling system is also given. The vessel with one or more rectangular tanks is considered for cases studies. Effects of factors, such as vessel mass, number of tanks, tank configuration and free-surface deformation on the vessel motion, liquid sloshing, and mechanical-energy components of the system are studied systematically.
Introduction
The liquefied natural gas (LNG) carrier is a vessel designed for transoceanic LNG transportation. After several decades of development, new demands are being raised in the LNG shipping industry. For example, the world's first offshore floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) facility (i.e., Prelude) is coming soon. During the offloading operation from the FLNG facility to the LNG carrier, the liquid sloshing inside the LNG carrier could have nonneglectable effects on vessel motions (Zhao et al. 2011) . Meanwhile, the vessel motions would further excite the liquid sloshing in return. Thus, the interaction between the liquid sloshing and vessel motions forms a coupling problem. What makes the coupling more complicated is that the vessel motion, itself, is also coupled with a complex external environment, such as ocean waves, at the same time. Moreover, each vessel may have multiple liquid tanks so that the liquid motion in each tank could have an interaction with the vessel motion.
At present, simulations on this coupling problem have emerged in the literature, such as in Rognebakke and Faltinsen (2003) , Molin et al. (2002) , Malenica et al. (2003) , Newman (2005) , Kim et al. (2007) , Mitra et al. (2012) and Zhao et al. (2014) . However, because of the complexity of the problem, a systematic understanding of the complete coupling system is still far behind. The complexity is mainly from the inclusion of too many influencing factors (i.e., the external environment, vessel motion, and liquid sloshing in any of the tanks). Thus, to have a deep understanding of this complete problem, it is important to firstly isolate the influencing factors and make clear the coupling mechanism between different pairs of them. The present study would focus on the coupling pair between the liquid sloshing and vessel motions.
Studies on the coupling of vessel motion and liquid sloshing in a single tank can be found in some literature. Cooker (1994) has introduced a typical model, which is a single-tank vessel suspended as a bifilar pendulum. Initially, the vessel with still water is dragged away from the equilibrium position before it is released from rest. During the swing motion, the vessel remains horizontal. The swing amplitude, liquid depth, and wave amplitude are all assumed to be small so that the vertical vessel displacement is neglected, and the sloshing could be analyzed using the linear shallow-water theory. It is found that the presence of the sloshing fluid could evidently change the natural oscillation frequency of the suspended system. In recent years, Cooker's model returns to peoples' concern. Alemi Ardakani and Bridges (2010) extended Cooker's theory by including the nonlinear terms in shallow water equations, although the vessel motion is still restricted in a linear sense. They developed a numerical algorithm to solve the coupling problem. Their nonlinear results have shown distinctions from the linear ones in the near resonance situation. Yu (2015) applied the linear finite-depth water theory to Cooker's model. It is found that the shallow-water theory, which assumes the pressure acting on tank walls to be hydrostatic, does not give satisfactory results for cases of shorter suspension length and larger water depth where nonhydrostatic pressure becomes significant. Then, Herczynski and Weidman (2012) performed a related experiment to measure the horizontal oscillation of a vessel solely driven by the liquid sloshing inside. The linear finite-depth solutions are validated by the experiment. Alemi Ardakani et al. (2012) further used a weakly-nonlinear finite-depth water theory for Cooker's model. The resonance, where the natural frequency of the system coincides with one of the fluid modes, was identified. Later, investigated the subtle energy transfer from liquid sloshing to vessel motion through the nonlinearity. Turner et al. (2015) further allowed the pivoting of the vessel with a sloshing tank.
Another model in dealing with the vessel-liquid-coupling problem is the tuned liquid damper (TLD) (a type of liquid tank installed on the top of high buildings to control the wind-induced oscillation). The TLD model is simplified as a liquid vessel constrained by springs and allowed to move freely only in the horizontal direction, which is essentially a mass-spring-damper system. The TLD and Cooker's bifilar pendulum have equivalent governing equations after linearization but different characteristics in the nonlinear mathematical form. Ikeda and Nakagawa (1997) harmonically excited the TLD model from rest by an electromagnetic exciter. The free surface is weakly-nonlinear. Stability analyses for this nonlinear vibration were performed. Frandsen (2005) studied a similar vibration system. A finite different solver, based on fullynonlinear potential flow theory, is developed for the flow simulation. The coupling of sloshing and vessel vibration in an external time-varying force field is investigated. Gavrilyuk et al. (2012) derived linear modal equations to study the dynamics of a mechanical system carrying the liquid tank of the tapered conical geometry. Harmonic external forces were also applied.
The previous review suggests that the literature has mainly considered single-tank vessels restrained by suspensions or springs or even placed in time-varying force fields. Studies on the purely free motion of a multiple-tank vessel seem to be rare. Purely, in this case, indicates that external factors (e.g., restoring forces from springs or suspension structures) are not involved. Because either the suspended structure or spring-mass system has an oscillation nature, their existence could totally change oscillation property of a purely coupling system. For example, resonance phenomena may occur if the motion frequency of the vessel with empty tanks coincides with certain natural sloshing frequencies. On the vessel with multiple tanks, two related works are Weidman (2005) and . In their study, the Cooker's experiment with a multi-tank rectangular vessel is examined. also gave the characteristic equations for the natural frequencies of the coupling problem. However, like most of the aforementioned literature, the problem with the purely free motion is not concerned, neither.
To help fill this gap, the present work would investigate the purely coupling between vessel motions and liquid sloshing in multiple tanks. The vessel is only excited by the liquid sloshing in tanks without external factors that could disturb the oscillation characters of the coupling system. The vessel motion is initially driven by the free-surface deformation in tanks. Based on the potential flow theory, the author would derive the analytical solution of the coupling problem and introduce an approach to determine natural frequencies of the system. Dynamic properties of the coupling system with a single sloshing tank are firstly investigated. Then, multiple sloshing tanks are further involved. The effects of factors, such as vessel mass, number of tanks, and tank configurations, are studied. The present work is a follow-up study of the previous research (e.g., Zhang et al. 2015; Zhang 2015b ) on liquid sloshing caused by prescribed excitations.
Problem Descriptions
Consider a vessel with N liquid tanks, as shown in Fig. 1 . The tanks are numbered from Tank-1 to Tank-N in sequence. The fluid domain, free surface, and wetted wall in Tank- 
where m = vessel mass without liquid;˙v c ¼ fv 1 ; 0,0g ¼ fẍ c ; 0,0g = transversal acceleration of the vessel; and F k ¼ fF k 1 ; 0; 0g = sloshing-induced force from domain V k . A dot over a variable represents a time derivative. Hereafter, the superscript k indicates that the variable is from the fluid domain in Tank-k. The value of F k is from the integration of the pressure over the wetted tank wall S k B . The pressure could be calculated based on the potential flow theory, which assumes the fluid to be inviscid, incompressible, and flow-irrotational. For Tank-k, a scalar velocity potential φ k ðx k ; y k ; z k ; tÞ, whose gradient represents the fluid velocity, is introduced. For convenience sake, the superscript k of variables in Tank-k is omitted before calculating hydrodynamic forces. The small-amplitude assumption is further adopted, which requires the amplitude of the liquid and vessel motions to be small relative to the characteristic tank dimension. Then, the velocity potential φ could be determined from the linearized boundary value problem
φðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ 0; ηðx; y; tÞ ¼ηðx; yÞ; for t ≤ 0 ð6Þ
where n fn 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 g = unit normal vector pointing out of the fluid domain; ηðx; y; tÞ = free-surface elevation; and g = gravitational acceleration constant. The mean fluid domain, mean wet tank surface, and mean free surface are denoted byV,S B , and S F , respectively. The initial conditions in Eq. (6) give the free surface an initial profile. The fluid pressure p is obtained from the linearized Bernoulli's equation
where ρ = fluid density; and CðtÞ = spatial-independent function. By redefining φ appropriately, CðtÞ could be set as zero without affecting the velocity field.
Theoretical Analyses

General Solutions
In this section, the solution of the linearized vessel-liquid-coupling problem is to be derived. The procedure for the liquid sloshing analysis is similar to that in Zhang (2015a) . Firstly, the vessel motion effect is separated from the velocity potential 
This is a nonhomogeneous problem whose solution can be written in a summation form 
Using the orthogonal property, the following linear differential equations could be obtained
Eq. (20) could be rewritten in a neater form
Thus, the first relationship between the ζ i ðtÞ andv 1 has been found.
The second relationship exists in the motion equation of the vessel. The hydrodynamic force generated from Tank-k is
Note that the superscript k indicating a variable from Tank-k starts to display.
Combine Eqs. (21) and (25) by eliminating the vessel motionv 1 . A series of second-order ordinary differential equations could be obtained
The ζ j ðtÞ could be solved using typical time stepping methods. Then, the vessel motions could be calculated based on Eq. (25).
Consider the mechanical energy of the oscillation system. The kinetic energy of the vessel is defined as
The potential energy E k P and kinetic energy E k K of the liquid in Tank-k have the expression
Case of Rectangular Tanks
In the previous derivations, the tank geometry is not restricted. To solve Eq. (27), natural sloshing frequencies/modes for each tank must be known. One may refer to Zhang (2015a) for the calculation of natural frequencies/modes for a liquid tank of general geometry. In the present study, the author would focus on the vessel with rectangular tanks. Possible natural frequencies and corresponding modes for the sloshing in Tank-k could be found analytically
where L k and H k = length and averaged liquid depth of Tank-k. The integrations in Eq. (27) can be calculated analytically
So, Eq. (27) could be written as
Because ζ with
For the solvability, finite terms in Eq. (35) should be chosen. Here is an example. If the first two active modes in three tanks are taken by letting i ¼ 1,3, j ¼ 1,3, and N ¼ 3, the second-order ordinary differential equation could be expressed in the following matrix form 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
Known ζ k j , the acceleration of the vessel could be calculated bẏ
where m = vessel mass without liquid; and m L = total mass of the liquid in all tanks. The velocity and displacement of the vessel could be further calculated based on time integration methods.
Natural Frequencies of Coupling System
For the concerned coupling system, there might be a situation in which the vessel and liquid in all tanks oscillate with the same frequency ω. Then, the ω is the natural frequency of the coupling system. It is noted that investigated the Cooker's experiment with a multicompartment vessel and gave the characteristic equation with respect to the vessel motion frequencies. In a limit case when the suspended string length is infinite, their solution could be applied to the present problem. This subsection would provide an alternative derivation for the natural frequencies, based on the cosine-type expansions as in Eq. (32).
For the periodic oscillations with frequency ω, the expression ζ k i ðtÞ ¼ζ k i sinðωtÞ may be set. Thus, Eq. (35) could be reformed as
for i ¼ 1; 3; 5; 7; · · · ; ∞; j ¼ 1; 3; 5; 7; · · · ; ∞ and
i.e.
Accordingly, the matrix form in Eq. (37) could be expressed as
½MðωÞ ¼ ω 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
2 − 1 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 þ 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
For the homogeneous system in Eq. (41), it is known that nonzero solutions exist only if the determinant of the matrix ½MðωÞ is zero, i.e.,
All values of ω that could guarantee Eq. (43) are natural frequencies of the coupling system. The root of Eq. (43) could be determined from the diagram of the determinant of ½MðωÞ with respective to ω.
The acceleration of the vessel has the forṁ
for j ¼ 1; 3; 5; 7; · · · ; ∞ ð44Þ from which the amplitude of the motion could be known.
Accuracy Comparison
To verify the accuracy of present derivations, the experimental case in Herczynski and Weidman (2012) is adopted for comparison. The model is a vessel with a rectangular liquid tank on a horizontal frictionless ground. The tank has length L ¼ 0.2474 m and width B ¼ 0.08255 m, and the vessel with an empty tank has weight m ¼ 0.8865 kg. In order to achieve the low-friction situation in the experiment, the vessel is outfitted with four knife-edge wheels that would rotate freely on high-quality ball bearings. Firstly, the vessel is manually oscillated in the length direction so that the free-surface profile of the first or second antisymmetric mode [i.e., j ¼ 1 or j ¼ 3 in Eq. (32) 
which means that the vessel is initially stationary, and the free surface has a cosine-type initial profile
The first and second antisymmetric mode of the free-surface profile are achieved by employing j ¼ 1 and j ¼ 3, respectively. In this calculation, truncating 20 terms in the expansion of Eq. (16) could provide a sufficient convergence of the result, which is seen in Fig. 5 . When set free, the vessel would undergo an oscillation solely excited by sloshing pressure forces inside the tank. Time histories of the wave elevation and vessel displacement could be obtained. Dominant oscillation frequencies of the fluid and vessel are evaluated by the fast Fourier transform (FFT).
Present analytical results are compared with theoretical solutions and experimental data from Herczynski and Weidman (2012) , which are shown in Fig. 2 . This figure shows oscillation frequencies of the vessel with different liquid-filling depths. Mode-1 and Mode-2 indicate that the initial free surface has the deformation of the first and second antisymmetric mode, respectively. The ω v denotes the dominant oscillation frequency of the vessel, and ω R is a reference frequency computed in the literature for normalization. The liquid mass m L varies by adjusting the liquid depth H. It is observed that the present results have a good agreement with the theoretical and experimental results from the literature, which has indicated the accuracy of the present derivation. Additionally, it is found that the frequency of the vessel motion increases with the liquid depth. As the liquid becomes deeper, the variation of the oscillation frequency slows down, which is more evident for the case of Mode-2. More systematic analysis on the free motion of a single-tank vessel is given in the next section.
Hereafter, all results are nondimensionalized. Assume that all tanks on the vessel have the same height H t and width B. Meanwhile, B ¼ H t . The tank height H t as well as the gravity acceleration g and liquid density ρ are used as bases of the nondimensionalization. To be specific, variables are nondimensionalized as ðx; y; z; L; B; H; A; ηÞ → ðx; y; z; L; B; H; A; ηÞH t , t → τ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi H t =g p , and ω → ω ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi g=H t p . The vessel with multiple tanks is also considered. Firstly, a single-tank vessel is settled. The tank has length L ¼ 1 and mean liquid depth H ¼ 0.5. The vessel mass equals the liquid mass. Then, nonporous baffles are inserted into the tank, leading to multiple uniform subtanks. Here, the vessel with 6 subtanks in maximum is considered. The vessel motion is initially excited by the freesurface deformation of Mode-1 in a subtank. The theoretical solution derived by could be applied to verify present results. In Fig. 3 , the vessel motion frequencies obtained from the FFT method and the theoretical solution are compared. Corresponding results have shown fairly good agreements. Thus, the accuracy of the present derivation is verified.
The following sections focus on the coupling between the vessel motion and liquid sloshing in either single or multiple tanks. Any external factor that might disturb the oscillation characters of the coupling system is not included from beginning to end. Thus, the free surface is still given an initial deformation as Eq. (46) to drive the vessel motion, instead of artificially oscillating the vessel for an amount of time.
It is known that, for a stationary tank, giving the free surface an initial deformation as Eq. (46) would lead to a steady free-surface oscillation, which means that the free surface would oscillate periodically with invariable amplitude at a unique frequency. This is caused by the fact that Eq. (46) has the exact form of a sloshing mode for the stationary tank. However, when the tank is not fixed and allowed to move freely, the steady state may not occur. Because the sloshing mode in a freely moving vessel is expected to be different from that in the stationary tank. As a result, more than one frequency component might be observed in the results.
Free Motion of Vessel with a Single Liquid Tank
Example Description
In this section, the free motion of a single-tank vessel is considered. The first case aims to give an intuitive description of the vesselfluid coupling procedure before systematic analysis. The vessel holds a tank of dimensions L ¼ B ¼ 1 and liquid depth H ¼ 0.5. The free surface has an initial profile of the fundamental mode with amplitude A ¼ 0.1. Note that, for the linear problem, the amplitude A could not affect the oscillation frequencies of the solution. Let m ¼ m L . The vessel positions and free-surface profiles in the tank within the first period are shown in Fig. 4 . The initial tank motion is motivated by the asymmetric distribution of the static pressure on side walls. As the tank moves toward the left, the waterline along the right tank wall rises. The time of this maximum runup coincides with that of the extreme displacement of the tank. Thus, the vessel motion and wave sloshing in the situation are in an antiphase status, according to Cooker (1994) . This antiphase character is different from that of Cooker's (1994) suspended system. For the suspended system, the gravity provides the restoring force directly in concert with or in opposition to the hydrodynamic force so that both in-phase and antiphase oscillations can occur. When the suspension length tends to infinity, only the antiphase mode becomes dominant. it is observed that the vessel is undergoing a nearly harmonic oscillation. However, the oscillation of waves is not strictly harmonic. Fig. 6(a) shows the corresponding spectra of both time histories. It is clear that the frequency dominating the wave and vessel motions is ω v1 . However, in the spectrum of the wave elevation history, higher frequencies ω v2 , ω v3 , and ω v4 could also be observed. Fig. 6(b) is the diagram of det½MðωÞ for this system, from which it can be found that ω v1 to ω v4 are all natural frequencies of the coupling system. The occurrence of these higher-order frequencies in this linear system is caused by the initial conditions. As mentioned previously, this initial free-surface deformation is not the 'true' free-surface mode of this coupling system. The adopted initial free-surface deformation could be represented by a summation of true free-surface modes corresponding to each ω v . According to the superposition principle, more than one natural frequency could be observed in the spectrum of the time history. Fig. 7 shows the mechanical-energy components of the system. The proportion changing of the vessel's kinetic energy E 0 K , fluid's kinetic energy E K , and fluid's potential energy E P during the vessel vibration varies with time. Because this is an isolated system, which is only subject to conservative forces, the principle of conservation of mechanical energy is guaranteed. From Fig. 7 , it is observed that the summation of E 0 K , E K , and E P is not exactly constant but shaking slightly as time going on. This is because the integration in Eq. (29) for the calculation of E K is performed on the mean fluid boundary instead of the exact one, based on the linear approximation. The kinetic and potential energy are always antiphase, as expected. Also, the oscillation frequency of the kinetic/potential energy is two times that of the vessel motion. This could be understood easily. For example, the potential energy could reach a maximum value at the left and right extreme of the vessel position. It is interesting to find that the kinetic energy of the vessel and fluid are 
in phase. This suggests that as the potential energy reaches maximum, both the vessel and fluid are still at the same time. Also, when the free surface becomes flat, the potential energy is totally transformed into the kinetic energy of the vessel and fluid.
Effects of Vessel Mass
In the second case, effects of the vessel mass are considered. The free surface in the tank also has an initial deformation of Mode-1, with A ¼ 0.1. As noticed in Fig. 5 , the vessel oscillates in a nearly harmonic way. Then, the dominant frequency ω and averaged amplitude A c of the vessel oscillation could be obtained through FFT. Fig. 8 shows the obtained ω and A c when the vessel mass varies from m ¼ 0.01m l to m ¼ 20m l . As the vessel mass increases, it is found that (1) the vessel motion amplitude decreases and gradually approaches zero; and (2) the rate of this amplitude decrease slows down evidently. This could be explained from Eq. (44). Once the liquid domain and initial conditions are known, values of the liquid mass and other parameters in Eq. (44) are fixed. Thus, the motion amplitude and vessel mass has a near reciprocal relationship. For the oscillation frequency of the vessel motion, it is observed that the oscillation frequency of the freely moving vessel is always higher than the fundamental natural sloshing frequency ω 1 in the fixed tank. As the mass ratio grows, the motion frequency has a decreasing trend similar to that of the motion amplitude. At m ¼ 20m l , the ω has become very close to ω 1 . On this point, the vessel-liquid system has the similarity with the mass-spring system whose natural oscillation frequency decreases with the mass.
Effects of Tank Configuration
In Figs. 2 and 8 , the mass ratio of the liquid and vessel has been taken as the variable. However, even for a constant mass ratio, the tank configuration (i.e., tank length L and liquid depth H) could affect the oscillation properties. Thus, the third case would investigate the effects of tank configurations on vessel motions. The author would fix the mass of the vessel and the liquid and increase the tank length L from 0.25 to 3.5. Correspondingly, the liquid depth H decreases from 2.0 to 0.14. Assume that the liquid could never spill out or impact the tank roof. The initial free-surface deformation is as Mode-1 with A ¼ 0.1. Fig. 9 gives the free-surface elevation histories along the right tank wall of different tanks. It shows that sloshing waves in different tanks generally have similar amplitudes, especially for tanks with deep liquid (H > 0.5). However, waves in these tanks have apparently different oscillation frequencies. The dominant oscillation frequencies of the free surface elevation in an either freely moving or fixed vessel are compared in Fig. 10 . The sloshing frequency in the freely moving vessel is always higher than that in a fixed vessel, which is expected from the observation in Fig. 8 .
Histories of the vessel motion are shown in Fig. 11 . It is clear that the motion amplitude increases greatly as the liquid gets shallower. Eq. (44) could be used to explain this. The analytical expression of the vessel displacement amplitude for this case could be approximated as 
Because B 1 1 is of order OðL 2 Þ, referring to Eqs. (31) and (36), the vessel with a longer tank (i.e., shallower liquid depth) would have a larger displacement amplitude A c . From an energy point of view, with the same initial free-surface amplitude, the initial potential energy in the shallower tank has a larger value, according to Eq. (30). This is confirmed in Fig. 12 , in which the mechanical energy in the tank of depth H ¼ 0.14 and H ¼ 1.0 is compared. From Fig. 12 , it is known that the initial potential energy of the fluid could totally transfer to the kinetic energy of the vessel and fluid. The maximum kinetic energy occurs when the potential energy becomes zero. It is interesting to discuss the partition of the vessel and fluid kinetic energy when the potential energy is totally transformed to the kinetic one. Fig. 13 shows the percentage of the 1 is of order OðL 2 Þ, which leads to the fact that A c is in proportion to L. Thus, even with the same amount of potential energy input, the vessel with a longer tank (i.e., shallower liquid depth) could also have a larger displacement amplitude.
Effects of Initial Free-Surface Deformation
In the previous three cases, the initial free-surface deformation is of the fundamental mode, which leads to a nearly harmonic vessel motion. In the fourth case, effects of the initial free-surface profile on the vessel motion are investigated. The vessel with a liquid tank of the dimension L ¼ B ¼ 1 and mean liquid depth H ¼ 0.5 is considered. The initial free-surface profiles are of different modes with j ¼ 1, 3, 5 and 7 in Eq. (46). Fig. 14 illustrates the initial liquid geometry in a tank with free-surface profiles of the first four modes. The amplitude of the profiles is fixed as A ¼ 0.1. The vessel mass satisfies m ¼ m L . Fig. 15(a) shows the free-surface elevation histories along the right tank wall. The amplitude of free-surface elevations in all cases are of the same order, regardless of the modes. Fig. 15(b) shows the history of the vessel displacement. It is found that the vessel with a higher-mode initial free-surface deformation has a smaller displacement amplitude. This is interesting, based on the fact that the freesurface deformations of all these modes could provide the same initial input of the potential energy, as shown in Fig. 16 . Eq. (47) is used to explain this. The value of B 1 j decreases as j grows, leading to the reduction of the displacement amplitude A c . The motion process may be described, in detail. Consider the process of the vessel moving left. On the one hand, the averaged pressure amplitude along the tank wall in the case of Mode-1 is larger. On the other hand, the free-surface oscillation period of Mode-1 case is larger, which means that the acting time on the tank wall is larger. Thus, according to the theorem of momentum, the vessel of Mode-1 would have the largest motion. Also, from the evolution of all mechanical-energy components, it is obvious that the vessel of Mode-1 has the largest kinetic energy.
It is noticed that the vessel in the cases of Mode-2, Mode-3, and Mode-4 no longer oscillates harmonically and could move to the right hand side of its initial position, which is distinct from observations in the case of Mode-1. The spectra of these displacement histories are shown in Fig. 17 . The natural frequencies of the coupling system shown in Fig. 6 (b) are also marked in Fig. 17 . It is found that the vessel oscillation frequencies are at the natural frequencies of the coupling system. At the natural frequency that is closest to the corresponding natural sloshing frequency ω i of Mode-i, the natural mode has the largest amplitude. For cases of Mode-2 to Mode-4, the natural frequency ω v1 is also visible. This is also because of the initial conditions. As mentioned previously, the defined initial free-surface deformation is not the true free-surface mode of this coupling system. The coexistence of multiple frequency components also explains the wiggles in vessel displacement histories for cases of Mode-2-Mode-4 in Fig. 15 . However, the corresponding wave elevation histories seem to be very stable. This is related to the fact that the vessel displacement is too small to affect the free surface evidently. As the vessel displacement grows to a sufficiently large amplitude (e.g., for the case of Mode-1), the vessel motion could have visible influences on the free surface and lead to nonharmonic wave elevation histories. In this section, the coupling between vessel motion and liquid sloshing in multiple tanks is considered. For convenience, tanks with the initial free-surface disturbance are called the drive tanks, and the rest tanks are the response tanks. In fact, there exist practical situations when the vessel with drive tanks might be used as an approximation model. For example, when the LNG carrier experiences offshore loading or unloading operations, tanks with the liquid injected or drawn can be taken as drive tanks, whereas the other tanks are response tanks.
Effects of Number of Tanks
In the first case, effects of the number of liquid tanks are investigated. In this subsection, all tanks have the same dimension L k ¼ B k ¼ 1 and mean liquid depth H k ¼ 0.5. Initially, the liquid in Tank-1 has a free-surface deformation of Mode-1 with amplitude A ¼ 0.1, whereas the rest tanks hold still liquid of a flat free surface. The mass of the vessel equals that of the overall liquid. Fig. 18 concerns the 2-, 3-, 4-and 9-tank vessel, in which the vessel displacement and wave elevation histories in all tanks are given. It is found that vessel motions are still nearly harmonic as the singletank case. As the tank number increases, the amplitude of the vessel motion tends to reduce. This is expectable: (1) for vessels with more tanks, the same initial potential energy is transformed to the mechanical energy in more tanks besides the kinetic energy of the vessel itself; and (2) the vessel with more tanks is given a larger mass. For all vessels, the maximum wave amplitude in Tank-1 keeps the same, which is mainly depending on the initial free-surface amplitude. However, the elevation histories have evident envelopes, which is an obvious difference from the observation in the single-tank vessel. For the rest tanks, the maximum wave amplitude decreases as the tank number grows. For a more clear comparison, the envelopes of these free-surface elevation histories are abstracted and shown in Fig. 19 . It is found that these envelopes have the same period. The envelope in response tanks is half-period delayed compared to that in Tank-1. As the number of tanks increases, the variation of the envelope curve in Tank-1 becomes gentler, and the envelope amplitude in the rest tanks decreases. Fig. 20 shows several typical free-surface profiles in the 2-tank vessel within the first two periods for illustration purpose.
It is known that the envelope usually suggests that more than one wave components coexist in the fluid system. Thus, the FFT is performed on time history curves of Fig. 18 . The obtained spectra are shown in Fig. 21 . In all cases, the vessel oscillates at the same frequency ω v . From the diagram of det½MðωÞ in Fig. 22 , it could also be confirmed that ω v is a natural frequency of the coupling system. The natural frequency ω v is independent of the number of tanks in this situation. However, the wave elevation in all tanks is dominated by both the lowest natural sloshing frequency ω 1 and the vessel motion frequency ω v . In Tank-1, the amplitude of the wave component at ω 1 increases as the tank number grows. In the response tanks, two wave components have similar amplitudes.
Adding waves of these two different frequencies would lead to the well-known beating behavior, which is featured by periodic envelopes, as shown in Figs. 18 and 19 . The beat frequency is determined by the difference of two wave frequencies. Fig. 23 further gives the mechanical energy variation of the liquid in tanks. For the 2-tank vessel, the mechanical energy in Tank-1 could totally transfer to the liquid in Tank-2. This explains the observation in Fig. 18(a) , in which the maximum wave amplitudes in two tanks are the same. However, for a vessel with more than two tanks, the mechanical energy in Tank-1 could not reach zero. In other words, the mechanical energy in Tank-1 could not totally transfer to the liquid in other tanks. Fig. 24 gives the maximum mechanical energy of liquid in the rest tanks. The percentage is obtained by comparing with the initial potential energy in Tank-1. The mechanical energy percentage in Tank-2 is also marked in the figure. It is found that, for the vessel with more tanks, the mechanical energy is less likely to transfer out of Tank-1. Thus, even for a vessel with identical liquid tanks, the initial input of the mechanical energy does not have to distribute equally in all tanks. Fig. 21 . Spectrum of displacement of multiple-tank vessel and wave elevation in tanks, with initial free-surface deformation of Mode-1 in Tank-1, for 
Effects of Vessel Mass
In all cases, the vessel oscillates nearly harmonically. Wave elevations in both tanks have shown evident envelopes. These envelopes have the same maximum amplitude but different periods. Generally, the envelope period for a heavier vessel is larger. The fluid energy in two tanks is compared in Fig. 26 . This confirms that, for a vessel with two tanks that have the same dimension and mean liquid depth, there could be an instant when the mechanical energy in one tank totally transfers to the other.
Vessels with more than two tanks are of further concern. Frequencies and amplitudes of vessel motions are shown in Fig. 27 . For vessels with tanks that have the same dimension and mean liquid depth, if the mass ratio between the vessel and overall liquid is fixed, the vessel motion frequency would always be the same. The motion amplitude of a vessel with N tanks is N times smaller than that of the single-tank vessel. Tank-1
(c) (d) Fig. 25 . Effect of vessel mass on displacement of 2-tank vessel and wave elevation in tanks, with initial free-surface deformation of Mode-1, for 
Effects of Number of Drive Tanks
The third case concerns the vessel with a different number of drive tanks. Fig. 28 shows the vessel displacement and wave elevations in all tanks for the 4-tank vessel with 1, 2, or 3 drive tanks. It is found that the vessel displacement amplitude increases as the number of drive tanks increases. This is easily expected because the vessel with more drive tanks has larger potential energy as initial input.
These vessel oscillations have the same frequencies, which are not affected by the number of drive tanks. In different tanks, wave elevations have the envelopes. The maximum wave elevation in drive tanks are the same. However, in the response tanks, the maximum wave amplitude grows as the number of drive tanks increases. Here, N dri and N res are used to denote the number of drive tanks and that of response tanks, respectively. It is found that, in the case of N dri < N res , the maximum wave amplitude in response tanks is smaller than that in drive tanks. On the other hand, in the case of N dri > N res , the maximum wave amplitude in response tanks is greater than that in drive tanks. A special situation is when N dri ¼ N res . In this situation, the maximum wave amplitude in all tanks is the same. Fig. 28(b) is very similar to Fig. 18(a) in terms of the 2-tank vessel. Thus, it is known that the mass proportion of the liquid in drive and response tanks could affect the free-surface behaviors. The mechanical energy of the fluid in each tank is shown in Fig. 29 . It is found that when the vessel has fewer drive tanks, the maximum fluid mechanical energy in any response tank is smaller than that in each drive tank. As the number of drive tanks becomes larger, the fluid energy in each response tank increases. For a vessel with more drive tanks, the fluid energy in a response tank could exceed the maximum mechanical energy in a drive tank. This is linked to the fact that the mechanical energy in response tanks is dependent on the vessel motion amplitude. For a vessel with more drive tanks, the vessel could have a larger displacement, which means that the excitation on the liquid in response tanks is stronger. Thus, more violent fluid motion would occur in response tanks. For the special case of N dri ¼ N res , the 
Vessel with Tanks of Different Configuration
In the fourth case, the vessel has tanks of different configuration. The vessel mass is equal to the total mass of the liquid. Firstly, the total liquid is divided into 2 tanks with the same liquid depth H ¼ 0.5. So, the tank configuration is only determined by the tank length. Vary the length of Tank-1 from 0.7 to 1.0 and correspondingly the length of Tank-2 from 1.3 to 1.0. Figs. 30(a and b) consider the case when the drive tanks are set as Tank-1 and Tank-2, respectively. The spectra of the vessel displacements are given. Two frequency components primarily contribute to the vessel oscillations. From the diagram of det½MðωÞ in Fig. 31 , it is confirmed that both of them are natural frequencies of the coupling system. This is not a surprise because the linear solution could always be expressed as a summation of the natural modes. However, the amplitude of each Fig. 30 . Effect of tank configuration on spectrum of displacement of 2-tank vessel, with initial free-surface deformation of Mode-1, for
mode may vary for different initial conditions. The maximum natural mode occurs at the natural frequency closest to ω 1 . Here, ω 1 denotes the dominant sloshing frequency in the stationary vessel, caused by the same initial free-surface deformation. For Fig. 30(a) , the ω 1 associated with the initial free-surface deformation in Tank-1 is closest to the natural frequency ω v2 of the system so that the natural mode at ω v2 has the maximum amplitude. For Fig. 30(b) , ω 1 is closet to ω v1 , and the maximum natural mode occurs at ω v1 . It is also found that these two dominant frequencies become more separated as the size difference of two tanks increases. Then, Fig. 32 compares the time variation of the fluid mechanical energy in each tank. Figs. 32(a) and (b) illustrate the situation when the drive tanks are Tank-1 and Tank-2, respectively. For both situations, the fluid mechanical energy in one tank is less likely to transfer to the other, as the two tanks become more distinctive. Only when these two tanks are the same could the fluid mechanical energy in one tank transfer totally to the other.
Further consider the vessel with three different liquid tanks. The length of each tank is set as L 1 ¼ 0.8, L 2 ¼ 1.0, and L 3 ¼ 1.2. Fig. 33(a) shows the histories of the vessel displacement when the drive tank is chosen to be Tank-1, Tank-2, and Tank-3, respectively. It is clear that the vessel displacement histories are no longer nearly harmonic. A different drive tank may lead to totally different vessel motions. The spectra of these vessel motion histories are shown in Fig. 33(b) . The vessel motions could be expressed by three natural modes of the system, according to the diagram of det½MðωÞ in Fig. 33(c) . As the drive tank varies from Tank-1 to Tank-3, the natural frequency closest to ω 1 becomes ω v3 , ω v2 , and ω v1 , respectively. Correspondingly, the natural mode at ω v3 , ω v2 , and ω v1 has the maximum amplitude, respectively.
Conclusions
In the present study, the pure coupling between the vessel motion and liquid sloshing in multiple tanks is considered. The vessel could move freely on the horizontal ground, and its motion is solely driven by the liquid sloshing in tanks. External disturbance factors (e.g., spring constraint or force field) that might affect oscillation characteristics of the system are not involved. The analytical solution for this coupling problem has been derived based on the potential flow theory. The way to determine natural frequencies of the coupling system is also given. Then, dynamic properties of the vessel with one or more rectangular tanks are studied systematically.
For the vessel with a single sloshing tank, effects of the initial free-surface deformation and vessel mass on the vessel displacement, free-surface elevation, and mechanical-energy components of the system have been discussed. For a system with constant liquid-vessel mass ratio, the tank dimensions could also affect the oscillation properties. With the same amount of potential energy as initial input to the fluid, the vessel with shallower liquid tends to have greater oscillation amplitude.
For a vessel with multiple tanks, supplementing tanks of the same geometry to the vessel does not change the vessel motion frequency. For convenience, tanks with initial free-surface disturbance are called the drive tanks, and the rest tanks are the response tanks. Only when the drive and response tanks have the same number, the mechanical energy in the drive tanks could totally transfer to the 
